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Structuring the
Four-Dimensional Field:

Editing

.... diting involves selecting and sequencing those parts of an
event that contribute most effectively to its clarification and intensifi
cation. Thus, editing means building a screen event. What parts of the
event you select and how you build your screen event depend on many
contextual factors: what you want to say,why and to whom, and espe
cially how. Your decisions of what to useand what not, what to empha
size and what 110t, and exactly how to put everything together for the
screen are influenced by your communications intent, the target audi
ence, the medium requirements, and by your personal style. Sometimes
you will find that you have to make such decisions almost instantly
while the television show is going on. At other times,you will need to
deliberate on just which part of the prerecorded material to select and
where to place it in the overall show.

We call selecting and sequencing shots while the televised event
is in progress switching or instantaneous editing. As such, this only
applies to television. Video switching will combine, in a logical sequence,
shots supplied by the various cameras as well as by other video inputs,
such as videotape inserts, computer-generated images, or even film
inserts.' The more deliberate selection and ordering of prerecorded
material is called postproduction editing. This applies to both televi
sion and film, especially since most postproduction editing of film is
done on videotape.

Regardless of whether you are engaged in switching or postpro
duction editing, the aesthetic principles of editing are identical for both
techniques. Within an aesthetic context, you will again find two major
editing categories: (1) continuity editing and (2) complexity editing.
Continuity editing concerns itself primarily, but not exclusively, with the
clarification of an event; complexity editing, with the intensification of
an event'.
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300 15 Structuring the Four-Dimensional Field: Editing

When reading and thinking about editing, you should realize that
editing procedures are as much audio-dependent as they alie video
dependent. This means that you will have to consider sound (dialogue,
sound effects, music, natural environmental sounds) as important an
influence on your editing decisions as the pictorial vector field. How
ever, for clarification's sake, we will concentrate on the visual aspects
of editing as part of structuring the four-dimensional field. I will then
take up sound in Chapters 16 and 17. Let us now take a closer look at
continuity and complexity editing.

Continuity Editing

Continuity editing means selecting and putting together shots that cre
ate continuity of (1) vector fields (graphic, index, and motion), (2) object
positions in the on- and off-screen space, (3) action, and (4) subject.
You may think that this is rather a big order to fill-and it is, indeed.
Most postproduction editing takes many times longer than the actual
recording of the event details did.

Continuity of Vector Fields

In continuity editing, you need to pay attention to the proper continuity
of graphic, index, and motion vectors. All three vector types usually
interact in most shots. Despite their interdependence, I will discuss
them separately here to establish a clear framework of what they are
and how they function.

Graphic Vector Continuity Although graphic vectors generally have
a low magnitude-which means that they are rather ambiguous as to
specific direction-you must nevertheless consider them when trying
to achieve continuity from shot to shot. Especially when shooting a
scene with a prominent background line, maintain the horizon at the
same screen height in each subsequent shot. In a multi-screen presen
tation, such graphic vector continuity is essential if you want to have
the viewers see the horizon line as continuous across all horizontally
positioned monitors (Fig. 15.1a-c).

In interior shots, you must be equally aware of such prominent
graphic vectors as the back of a couch or the windowsill in the back
ground. Unless you change camera height and angle of view, such
lines must continue from shot to shot.
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a b c

Figure 15.1 Graphic Vector Continuity
In a series of shots with the same, or similar, field of view, make sure that the
graphic vector of the horizon line lies at the same screen height from shot to
shot. Do the same in a multi-screen presentation.

Index and Motion Vector Continuity Because we cannot show a motion
vector in this book (remember, a motion vector represents only a mov
ing object) and because the editing principles of index and motion
vectors are similar, I will discuss both vector types together. The con
tinuity of vectors from shot to shot applies regardless of whether vec
tors are continuing, converging, or diverging index or motion vectors.

Continuing Index or Motion Vectors Once you have established a strong
index vector in a medium shot, you need to keep its direction in the
following close-up shot (Fig. 15.2a-b).

If you take a series of close-ups of an audience, the index vectors
of each one must point and continue in the same direction. A direc
tional reversal of vectors would imply that the audience members are
watching two different events. In the context of continuity, a motion
vector behaves as an index vector. For example, the motion vector must
be continued in subsequent shots so that the principal direction of the
moving object is preserved (Fig. 15.3o-b). (Remember, we cannot show
an actual motion vector in a still photograph. A motion vector is cre
ated by a moving object off and on the screen.)

a b

Figure 15.2 Continuing Index Vectors
When cutting from a medium shot to a
close-up, the index vectors in both
shots must point in the same direction.
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Figure 15.3 Motion Vector Continuity
Although you can't show a motion
vector on a printed page (motion vec
tors are created only by a moving
object or image), you must make sure
that the motion vectors are continuing
(moving in the same direction) from
shot to shot.

Figure 15.4 Directional Change
When the moving object changes its
direction within a shot, the next shot
must show the object moving in the
direction it left the screen.

a

a

b

b

If the moving object changes direction within the screen, you need
to continue its motion vector in the next shot in the direction it left the
screen, that is, at the end of the shot and not necessarily in the direction
where it began (Fig. 15.4a-b).

When you show the traditional yellow cab pursuing the black lim
ousine, for example, their motion vectors must continue in the same
direction. If you reverse, rather than continue, the motion vectors, view
ers see the two cars as fleeing from, or racing toward, each other. But
viewers will not see them as following each other.

Continuing vectors are also important to preserve a principal
direction in subsequent scenesor event sequences. For example, if you
show someone driving from San Francisco to New York, the car should
continue to go east after each stopover during the trip even if you have
changed the direction of the motion vector from time to time during
the car's actual travel.

In special cases, you can use converging vectors to indicate con
tinuing motion. If you have established the travel direction of a prom
inent, easily recognizable object, suchas a train or an isolated person,
then you can have the motion vectors converge without destroying their
motion continuity. Converging motion vectors often increase the force
of the motion (the vectors collide), thereby raising the energy, if not :
tension, of the event (Fig. 15.5a-b). But do not use converging vectors
to indicate continuing motion of the object if motion is not easily rec
ognizable or if you mix the motion vectors of several objects.
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a b

Figure 15.5 Directional Paradox
If we hove an easily-recognizable object, we can use converging vectors to inten
sify its motion. Even though the vectors are converging, we accept them as mov
ing in the same direction.

Converging Index andMotion Vectors Once you have established con
verging index or motion vectors in a single shot, you must maintain
them i.n the close-up shot series (Fig. 15.6a-c).

When you show a medium shot of a speaker and close-ups of
audience members, you must preserve the original index vector con
vergence so that the speaker and the audience are looking at, rather
than away from, each other (Fig. 15.7a-c).

a b c

Figure 15.' Converging Index and Motion Vectors
If there are converging index or motion vectors in a single shot, they must con
verge in the same direction in the following single shots.
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a b c

Figure 15.7 Converging Index Vectors
Separate close-ups of a speaker and audience members must produce converg
ing index vectors if viewers are to perceive speaker and audience as looking at,
rather than away from, each other.

a b c

Figure 15.8 Converging Motion Vectors
If we expect two people to meet, we interpret their motion vectors as converging.

When, in the context of two people trying to meet, you show a man
walking screen-right and, in the next shot, a woman walking screen
left, we expect the two people to meet eventually (Fig. 15.8a-c).

Similarly, you can signal impending disaster by having the motion
vectors of two speeding trains converge in subsequent shots (Fig.
15.9a-b). Again, be reminded that these pictures represent index rather
than motion vectors. But with a little imagination, you should be ble to
perceive them as shots in which the trains are moving.
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b

Figure 15.9 Converging Motion Vectors
The converging motion vectors of shots that show two different speeding trains
indicate that they are moving toward each other and will probably crash.

Diverging Index and Motion Vectors Diverging vectors operate on the
same principle as converging vectors. Diverging index vectors indicate
that people are looking away from each other, or that objects are
moving in opposite directions. By simply showing the two people first
in the context of bidding good-bye rather than trying to meet each
other, viewers, interpret the subsequent close-ups of the two people
walking in opposite screen directions as diverging, rather than con
verging, motion vectors (Fig. 15.10a-c). Note that here we have the
same two people in similar shots as in Figure 15.8. But the new context
forces viewers to interpret them as walking away rather than toward
each other here. This perceptual switch of motion from converging to
diverging through context is only a small indication of the manipulative
power of editing.

a b c

Figure ~5.10 Diverging Index Vectors
If we e~tablish in a single shot that two people are departing, we interpret the
following shots as diverging motion vectors.
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I-Axis Vectors and Continuity Somebody looking straight into the
camera or objects that move toward or away from the camera produce
a z-axis vector. As far as screen directions are concerned, the z-oxis
index and motion vectors have no magnitude. Therefore, we call them
zero vectors. Because zero vectors don't point into a specific screen
direction, such as screen-left or screen-right, we perceive vector con
tinuity regardless of their direction in the subsequent shot (Figs. 15.11 o-b,
and 15.12a-b). As a matter of fact, you can pretend that the converging
vectors of a little boy on a scooter are continuing and pointing in the
same direction by placing a zero vector (the mother/photographer)
between the two shots (Fig. 15.13a-c).

We appropriately call such neutral, zero-vector shots that show
the principal action (kid on scooter) and something else (the photog-

Figure 15.11 Zero Vector
A z-axis vector (index or motion vec
tors that point directly into or away
from the camera) has zero directional
magnitude. Therefore, we can con
tinue such zero vectors in any direc
tion. In this case, we perceive the
switch from z-cxis to screen-left
motion vectors as a continuing
motion. Viewers see the person as
moving in a single direction.

Figure 15.12 Zero Vector
A z-axis vector to screen-right has the
same effect: We see the person as
moving in a single direction.

a

a

a

b

b

b

c

Figure 15.13 Zero Vector Cutaway . .
Viewers can perceive diverging index or motion vectors as continuous If a zero
vector image is used as a cutaway (cut between the vector reversal).
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rapher) cutaways. You use cutaways to establish continuity between
shots whose individual vectors are not continuous.

When using a single camera in your production, make sure that
you videotape or film several such zero-vector cutaways of sufficient
lengths. Your editor will be most grateful when trying to establish con
tinuity between shots that don't "cut together," that is, whose vectors
do not provide the desired index or motion continuity.

Successive Z-Axis Vedors Whether we perceive two successive z-axis
vectors as continuing, converging, or diverging depends on context.
For example, if you show two people looking at something in shot 1
and then show each of the two persons in zero vector close-ups in
shots 2 and 3, we perceive them not as looking at us (the viewers) but
at the target object. We see their index vectors as continuing in the
successive close-ups (Fig. 15.14a-e).

When we see two people talking to each other in shot 1 and then
have each one looking directly into the ccmero to create z-axis index
vectors in shots 2 and 3, we now interpret the successivez-axis vectors
as converging index vectors (Fig. 15.15a-e).

a b c

Figure 15.14 Successive I-Axis Vectors: Continuing
If we establish in a single shot that two people are looking in the same direction,
viewers perceive successive z-oxis close-up shots as continuing vectors. The two
people look at the some target object.

a b c

Figure 15,15 Successive I-Axis Vectors: Converging
When th~ context establishes converging vectors, viewers perceive the successive
z-axis vectors as converging.
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a b c

MotionVectorLine

Figure 15.16 Successive I-Axis Vectors: Diverging
If the context establishes two people as looking away from each other, viewers
perceive the successiveclose-ups as diverging index vectors.

If shot 1 shows them looking away from each other, we continue
the diverging direction of their index vectors from the establishing shot
in the subsequent zero vector close-ups. We perceive them as looking
away from each other in the close-ups (Fig. 15.16a-c).

The Vector Line The vector line is an extension of converging index
vectors or a motion vector. It is sometimes called "the principal vector:'
"line of conversation and action:' or simply "the line." The vector line
is important for maintaining vedor continuity and for keeping an object
in the same screen area from shot to shot. The vector line will aid you
in camera placement for proper shot sequencing (Fig. 15.17).

Figure 15.17 Vector Line
The vector line is created by extend
ing converging index vectors or a sin
gle motion vector.
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VectorLine

Converging Index Vedors When cross-shooting a conversation, you
need to keep both cameras on one or the other side of the vector line.
Such a camera setup will maintain the converging index vectors in the
successive close-ups of the two people (Fig. 15.18).

If you cross the vector line with your cameras and place one cam
era to its left and the other to its right, you will get continuing rather
than converging index vectors. Despite the established context of con
verging index vectors, we would no longer perceive the two people as
talking to each other but rather would see them as talking to a third
(unseen) party (Fig. 15.19).

Figure 15.18 Vector Line and
Converging Index Vectors
In order to maintain converging index
vectors when cross-shooting, both
cameras need to be on one or the
other side of the vector line.

III

Camera2

Figure 15.19 Crossing the Vector Line
If you place the cameras on both
sides of the vector line during cross
shooting, the people will appear to be
talking away from each other toward
someone else.
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Figure 15.20 Vector Line and
Continuity of Object Position
In order to maintain the screen posi
tions of people during over-the-shoul
der shooting, both cameras must be
positioned on one or the other side of
the vector line. Cameras 1 and 2 are
in the correct position for over-the
shoulder reverse-angle shooting.
Camera 3 is in the wrong position.

Figure 15.21 Crossing the Vector
Line: Position Change
Cameras 1 and 3 shoot from opposite
sides of the vector line. As a result,
the people will jump into each other's
screen position during the cut.

15 Structuring the Four-Dimensional Field: Editing
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In order to avoid a position jump, you cannot cross the vector line
with your cameras but must keep them on one or the other side of it
(Fig. 15.20).

Position Change If you place your cameras on both sides of the vector
line, when cutting from one over-the-shoulder shot to another, you will
show the people playing musical chairs and jumping from one side of
the screen to the other (Fig. 15.21).

Such a sudden position change can be quite confusing to viewers,
who must rely on relatively stable screen positions of major objects in
their effort to make sense of the inductively presented screen space.
Once you have established a screen-left position for person "N' and
a screen-right position for person "B:' you need to maintain these
positions even when shooting from a reverse angle (Fig. 15.22).
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A Camera 1 B A

\

Camera 2 B

Figure 15.22 Observing the Vector
Line
By observing the vector line and
keeping both cameras on the same
side of it (cameras 1 and 2), the posi
tions of the two persons are main
tained during the cut.

Z-Axis Position Change I have just pointed out that a z-oxis index or
motion vector is basically neutral as to its direction and so can provide
continuity to any higher magnitude vector that follows or precedes it.
But a notable exception exists. For example, when you cut from a shot
that shows two people walking toward your camera to another shot in
which you show the same two people ~alking away from the camera,
your z-cxis vectors will provide motion continuity but will, at the same
time, reverse the screen positions of the two people (Fig. 15.23). Most
people shooting wedtE::J~r'\~ounter this problem. The camera is usu
ally positioned in the isl t' s'how the bride and groom as they walk
toward the camera. they have passed the camera, it usually
continues shooting the couple from behind as they walk away from the
camera. When you then try to edit the two z-axis vectors (toward-the
camera and away-from-the-camera vectors), you will discover that the
bride switches from a screen-left to a screen-right position during
the cut.

How can you avoid such a position reversal? One solution is sim
ply not to cut to a "from-the-back" shot. A better solution is to pan
with the couple as they walk past the camera so that the position change
occurs within a single shot. Then when you cut to a "from-the-back"
shot, you have already established the position change in the previous
shot.

QCamera 1

Figure 15.23 I-Axis Position Change
When switching from a z-axis shot of
two people looking into the camera to
a z-oxis shot in which the people look
away from the camera, the screen
positions of the two people are
reversed.

LJ Camera2

Camera 1 Camera2
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Figure 15.24 Establishing the Vector
Line
A speaker facing his audience forms
a vector line. One of the three cam
eras is in the wrong position for main
taining converging index vectors
between audience and speaker.

15 Structuring the Four-Dimensional Field: Editing

Vector Line
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Figure 15.25 Vector Line: Converging
Index Vector Continuity
Again, we must keep the cameras on
one or the other side of the vector line
in order to maintain the converging
index vectors between speaker and
audience (a and b). Comeras 2 and 3
are in the correct position (both are to
the right of the vector line). When cut
ting from camera 1 to camera 2, the
vector line is crossed, so we get con
tinuing, rather than converging, index
vectors (a and c).

A multi-camero setup in the television studio will readily show you
the sequencing problems caused by crossing the vector line. In many
cases, you will even see the "across-the-Iine" camero in your shot. But
when using a single camero to shoot close-ups from different points
of view, "crossing the line" does not alwoys show up so readily. Making
a small sketch of the principal vector lines will aid in your camero
placement and in avoiding annoying and costly sequencing mistakes.

Establishing Vector Lines In certain situations, it is not always easy to
decide on the vector line or exactly where to place the cameros. Try to
imagine the vector line between on audience in a large auditorium and
the speaker on stage or between a concert audience and the orchestra.
Where should the cameros go so that the audience is looking at the
speaker rather than away from him? Which two of the three cameros
in Figure 15.24 would you use for proper sequencing, that is, for main
taining the converging index vectors between audience members and
speaker?

Camera3

a b
Camera2

c
Camera1 (Wrong)
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Figure 15.26 Motion Vector Line ..,
An extended motion vector forms a vector line. In order to maintain the continu
ity of the motion vector, both cameras must be positioned on one ~r th? other
side of the motion vector line. If the cameras are placed on opposite sides of
the football field, for example, every switch to the opposite camera will reverse
the action and show the players running in the opposite direction.

..
Camera 2Camera 1

•

Yes, cameras 2 and 3 are both on the right side of the vector line
and in the correct position for showing converging vectors in a close
up sequence of audience members and speaker. If you were to take
camera 1, which has crossed the line, the close-up of the audience
member and that of the speaker would show continuing, rather than
converging, index vectors. The audience members and the speaker
would appear to be looking at a third party rather than at each other
(Fig. 15.25a-c).

Motion Vector Line With the exception of z-axis vectors, all other motion
vectors describe a vector line. You achieve motion vector continuity
only if you place the cameras on one or the other side of the motion
vector line. If your cameras are placed on opposite sides, you reverse
the motion vector when cutting from one to the other (Fig. 15.26).

You may cross the motion vector line if the cameras are placed so
that your cameras are practically shooting along the z-axis. By cutting
from one camera to the other, you show the moving object from oblique
angles (from slightly camera right to slightly camera left), but you do
not reverse the action (Fig. 15.27).

Camera1 d oCamera2

Motion and Index Vector Lines Reverse-angle shooting of two people
sitting next to each other and talking in an automobile presents an
especially tricky vector problem. If you establish a vector line along
the converging index vectors of the two people conversing and place
your comeros accordingly on one or the other side of this vector line,
you will preserve the relative screen positions of the two people. But

Figure 15.27 Z-AxisCameras
The cameras may cross the motion
vector line as long as they are close
to the z-axis position. The resulting
shots merely show the moving object
from a slightly different z-axis point of
view.
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Figure 15.28 Index Versus Motion
Vector Line
When shooting a conversation
be~een driver and passenger in a
moving car, we have two vector lines:
the index vector line of the two people
talking (b) and the motion vector line
of the car (0).

Camera 4

CP
CP

Camera 3

Motion~ 11--_00-1
Vector a

camera~ Index Vector b

Figure 15.29 Index VectorLine
By keeping the cameras on one side
of the index vector line (cameras 1
and 2 in Fig. 15.28), the positions of
the people in the car are preserved,
but the car moves in opposite direc
tions each time we switchfrom one
camera to the other.

Camera 1 Camera 2

You mayfind that insomesportsevents
the cameras are placed on opposite
sidesof the field and so oppositesides
of the principal vectorline. Cutting to
the "across-the-line" camera reverses
the action. Even if such cameras are
generallyused onlyfor instant replays,
the motion reversal is still aesthetically
wrong and perceptually confusing.
Once the viewers have established a
screen-right direction of one team and a
screen-left direction for the oJher, they
expect, howeverunconsciously, these
directions to be maintained inall subse
quent shotsregardlessof field of view.
Telling the viewers that they are seeing
a "reverse-angleshot"may provide
themwith a rationalexplanation for the
motion vedor reversal, but itwill not
eliminate their perceptual confusion.

in doing so, you have also inadvertently placed the cameras on oppo
site sides of the motion vedor line. As we have just seen, such camera
placement causes a motion reversal (Fig. 15.28 and 15.29).

Many directors and editors seem to accept this motion reversal as
an unavoidable consequence of trying to maintain screen positions.
But, contrary to the wedding scene, where the z-oxis motion vectors
were of zero magnitude, the moving car now establishes a high-mag
nitude screen-left motion vector. This high-magnitude vector overrides
the principle of screen positions, We can no longer reverse the direc
tion of the car simply because one or the other person is doing the
talking. What can you do? One way out of this dilemma is to place a
camera 3 in a z-axis position. A cut from camera 1 (which shows a
screen-left motion vector) to comera 3 (which shows the neutral z-oxis
vector) will then not reverse the direction of the motion vector; instead
viewers will perceive the second shot as a continuing vector (Fig. 15.30).

Better yet, you can place both cameras in the z-axis position and
shoot through the windshield. Such a camera setup maintains the screen
positions of the driver and the passenger and looks more realistic than
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Camera 1

Camera3

Camera 3

Camera 4

Figure 15.30 Zero Vector Camera
Placement
By placing a camero in a zero vector
position (directly in front of the cor,
camero 3 in Fig. 15.28), the shots
maintain the relative positions as well
as motion vector continuity. The driver
and passenger remain in their estab
lished positions, and the cor does not
change directions during the cut.

Camera 4

Figure 15.31 Z-AxisCamera
Placement
By placing both cameros close
together in the z-oxis position (3 and
4 in Fig. 15.28), the through-the-wind
shield shots provide maximum conti
nuity of screen positions and motion
vectors.

when shot from the driver and/or the passenger side (Fig. 15.31).

Position Continuity We have already mentioned that one of the impor
tant parts of structuring on- and off-screen space is to assign major
objects and people certain positions in that screen space. When watch
ing a screen event, we automatically construct a cognitive map of the
major screen positions of objects we can see on the screen or of those
whose location is indicated by extended graphic, index, and motion
vectors. This mental map helps us perceive a spatial continuity in screen
space and encourages us to interpret screen space as real space. (See
the previous discussion on index vector-target object continuity in
Chapter 11.)

Index Vedors as Position Guides We can facilitate the creation of such
a map by the viewer quite easily through setting up a series of index
vectors. Take a look at the series of shots in Figure 15.32a-d and try
to construct a map of where the people pictured are located in real
space.
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Figure 15.32 Implied Screen Positions
We can use index vectors to help us
construct a cognitive map of the off
screen space that shows the position
of people and things.

a b

Figure 15.33 Actual Screen Positions
The actual positions of the people
concur with those implied by the index
vectors in Figure 15.32.

c d

If you placed the man (a and c) in the middle, the woman (b) at
camer.cuighf(IUs left), and ffieseconcLman (d) at camera left (a!s-right),
yau constructed the proper cognitive map of their actual position (Fig.
15.33).

But if you were to use the same setup in successive two-shots, as
in on interview, you would run into serious problems of position con
tinuity. This problem area is sometimes called "A-B-C cutting."

A-8-C Cutting If you put a host (A) in the middle of his two guests (8
and C), you will not be able to maintain the established screen posi
tions in subsequent two-shots between host (A) and guest (B), and host
(A) and guest (C) (Fig. 15.34).

A simple solution to this problem of position continuity is to put
the host (A) on one side and string his guests out on the other. This
arrangement also guarantees that the index vectors between the host
and his guests will remain properly converging even in separate close
ups and that the people's screen positions will not upset our cognitive
mop of on- and off-screen space (Fig. 15.35).
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B A c B A A c

Figure 15.34 A-B-CCutling
When placing the host in the middle
of two guests, the host will jump from
a screen-left to a screen-right position
during subsequent cuts.

Figure 15.35 Proper Positioning of
Host
By placing the host to one side of the
guests, the subsequent close-ups
maintain the screen positions of host
and guests and their converging index
vectors.

A B c A

B c

Action Continuity To assure maximum continuity of action, you should
try as much as possible to cut during the action, not before or after it.
When you cut just before or after the action, you accentuate the begin
ning or the end of a motion vector rather than its continuity. For exam
ple, if you cut from a shot that shows the hostess getting up from her
chair to a medium shot of her standing, you need to cut while she is
getting up and not after she is already standing. This means that you
must let her move partially out of the frame in the first shot and then
have her move into the frame in your second shot.

When cutting during a secondary motion (pan, tilt, zoom, or the
like), you need to continue the secondary motion in the next shot. If you
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are panning with a moving object, you should have the camera pan
ning in the same direction before cutting to it. If you do not/have the
camera panning during the second shot, the motion vector will look
oddly disturbed. When cutting from a shot in which the object is at rest
to one in which the object is in motion, the object seems to accelerate
suddenly and lurch through the frame. When cutting from an object in
motion to a shot in which it is at rest, the object seems to have come
to a sudden halt as if hitting a brick wall. Such action continuity is
especially important if you build a screen event in postproduction from
prerecorded bits and pieces of an event.

Subject Continuity This means to preserve the identity, color, and the
general appearance of an object or event from shot to shot.

Extreme Changes in Field of View If, for example, you cut from an
extreme long shot of a group of people to an extreme close-up, the
viewer may not be able to tell whether or not the person shown in the
close-up was, indeed, part of the original group (Fig. 15.36a-b).

Color One of the persisting problems in postproduction editing is
maintaining continuity of color. When trying to edit a show, you may
suddenly find that your star is wearing a red dress in the long shot, but
a purple or pink one in the close-up. Obviously, the colors should be
continuous unless you change the event to a different place and/or
time. Color matching in postproduction is time- and energy-consum
ing, and costly. You can avoid expensive color matching procedures
during postproduction activities by paying particular attention to the
lighting and white balance for the various shots before you record the
event or event details. 2

General Appearance The scene should reflect the same environment
and appearance from shot to shot. For example, if you show a person
in a medium shot just about to sit down in his chair, he needs to wear
the same tie in the long shot. Thesecontinuity problems are practically
nonexistent in live or live-on-tape coverage of an event. But when you
shoot a scene over a period of time, such obvious continuity mistakes
can occur quite easily. Make a special effort to watch whether the
background remains the same during subsequent takes. Nothing is
more annoying than having books disappear, or multiply, in a back
ground bookcase or having the scenery change merely because the
director or floor manager did not bother to watch the continuity
requirements of the background as much as those of the foreground
event.

Complexity Editing

Complexity editing is used to intensify an event and reveal its com
plexity. Here we are not so concerned with providing continuity as with
probing the depth of the event. Complexity editing communicates the
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Figure 15.36 Subject Continuity
If you cut from on ElS (extreme long
shot) to on ECU (extreme close-up),
viewers are not always able to verify
thot the person in the ECU was,
indeed, port of the ELS group.

inner relationships of an eventand stresses the event's principal maments
and their complex interdependencies. In this type of editing, your focus
is to help viewers gain a deeper insight into the event and a grasp of
the event gestalt that is made up of the various details. Complexity
editing tends to affect subjective, rather than objective, time. While
progressing by necessity olong the horizontal vector of running time,
complexity editing establishes a vertical vector.

Without intending to confuse you, complexity editing mayor may
not adhere to the principles of continuity editing. For example, in order
to show the inner confusion of a troubled person, you may very well
cut between cameras that are positioned on opposite sides of an index
or motion vector. The resulting flip-flop reversal of screen directions
is now intended because it represents a visual interpretation of the
person's lobiIe emotional condition.

Montage

The basic building block of complexity editing is the montage. Mon
tage means literally a setting together, in our case, of various event
details. In the context of media aesthetics, montage is the juxtaposition
of two or more separate event images that, when shown together,
combine into a larger and more intense whole. Montage is a kind of
filmic shorthand that quickly reveals or creates certain event aspects
and ideas. It usually consists of a brief series of quick cuts, showing
segments of a single event or of different events.
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Figure 15.37 Metric Montage
In a metrically controlled montage, all
shots are equally long. A metric mon
tage provides an even tertiary motion
beat.

10Frames 8 Frames 6 Frames 4 Frames

Figure 15.38 Accelerated Metric
Montage
In an accelerated metric montage, the
shots get progressively shorter. The
tertiary motion beat accelerates
toward the end of the montage.

Figure 15.39 Analytical Montage
The two types of analytical montage
are sequential and sectional.
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Actual Event

Figure 15.40 Sequential Analytical
Montage
The sequential analytical montage
tells a story in shorthand fashion. It
presents event highlights (develop
mental factors) in the actual cause
effect sequence of the original event.
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Types of Montage

Although possible montage combinations are numerous, they all seem
to cluster into three broad categories: (1) metric montage, (2) analyt
ical montage, and (3) idea-associative montage.

Metric Montage The metric montage consists of a series ofrelated or
unrelated images that are flashed on the screen at more or lessequally
spaced intervals. 3 You can create a metric montage simply by inducing
a tertiary motion beat regardless of content, existing vector fields, or
color within the individual shots. The basic criterion of a metric mon
tage is equal, or nearly equal, shot lengths. A good metric montage
should allow you to clap your hands with the rhythm of the tertiary
motion (Fig. 15.37). It is an essential structural device for the analytical
montage.

A special type of the metric montage is the accelerated metric
montage in which the shots become progressively shorter (Fig. 15.38).
You can use accelerated montage to lead up to, or punctuate, a par
ticular high point in a scene.

Analyti'cal Montage In analytical montage, you analyze an event as
to its thematic and structural elements, select the essential elements,
and then synthesize them into an intensified screen event. There are
two basic types of analytical montage: (1) sequential and (2) sectional
(Fig. 15.39).

8888
c Montage Sequencing:

NewEvent ......

Time: t,

Sequential AnalyticalMontage A sequential analytical montage con
densesan event into its key developmental elements and presents these
elements in their original cause-effect sequence. The sequential mon
tage moves from event-time 1 to event-time 2 (Fig. 15.40a-c).

One of the characteristics of an analytical montage is that the
main event or its major theme is frequently implied but not shown or
made otherwise explicit. Take the theme of an accident, for example.
We see a woman running into the street (Fig. 15.41a), right into the
street, seemingly oblivious of the oncoming car (Fig. 15.41b). These
are the "cause" parts of the montage. The third and final shot shows
the driver looking atthewoman lying on thestreet (Fig. 15.41c).This isthe
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a b c

"effect" shot. Notice that the accident itself is not part of the montage;
rather it is left up to the viewer to imagine. This montage is a type of
low-definition rendering of an event (we only show a few parts of the
event) that requires the vieWertc5apply psychological closure to fill in
the missing parts. Thus you have engaged, if not forced, the viewer to
participate in, rather than merely watch, the event.

Because the sequential montage is time bound by the cause-effect
time vector of the actual event, you cannot reverse or change in any
way the time order of your selected event essences. All you can do is
to condense the event and intensify it through this condensation.

To impress you with the importance of maintaining the natural
order of the event in a sequential montage, let's do some switching of
individual units. The first shot sequence in Figure 15.42 shows montage
units in their proper order: proposal, marriage, first baby, second
baby.

Figure 15.41 Theme Implied
Note that in many sequential mon
tages, the main event or main theme
is implied rather than shown. Here the
actual accident is not shown; only its
development (a-b) and consequence
(c) are.

a

c

b

d

Figure 15.42 Shot Order of
Sequential Montage
Because the sequential montage
moves from event time 1 to event time
2, the selected shots must be
sequenced in the order of the original
event. In this montage, we imply the
logical sequence of proposal, mar
riage, first baby, and second baby.
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Figure 15.43 Shot Order of
Sequential Montage
The meaning of the montage can
change dramatically when the origi
nal event sequence is not maintained
in the montage. Now the sequence
suggests a proposal, the birth of the
first baby, the second baby, and then
marriage.
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Figure 15.44 Sectional Montage
In the sectional montage, we simply
arrest one moment in the event and
look at it from different points of view.
The event sections are not arranged
along the horizontal time vector
(event progression) but ratheralong
the vertical one (event intensity and
complexity).

But by placing only a single shot in a different position, we dras
tically alter the meaning of the montage. Now the sequence reads:
proposal, first baby, second baby, and finally marriage (Fig. 15.43).

Sectional Analytical Montage The sectional montage temporarily arrests
the progression of an event and examines an isolated moment from
various viewpoints. It shows the various sectionsof an eventand explores
the complexity of a particular moment. Because we show the com
plexity rather than the cause-effect development of an event or event
section, we do not move along the horizontal objective time vector but
rather along the vertical, subjective, time vector. The sectional mon
tage reveals the intensity of the moment and the quality, rather than
the development, of the event (Fig. 15.44).

Objective
Isolated Moment Event

Objective Progression
Time: t, t, tn

st, SUbjectiveTime:

EventSections
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Because the sectional montage is independent of the cause-effect
progression of time, the order of the individual shots is of little con
sequence. Thus, you can shift the order of shots used for a sectional
montage without altering its original meaning or intent (Figs. 15.45
and 15.46).

In a single-screen presentation, you must present a sectional mon
tage sequentially as a precise rhythmic series of brief shots. This means
that while we aesthetically freeze a moment-remaining at event-time
1 throughout the shot series-we nevertheless take up running time
while presenting the sectional montage, shot after shot. But a tight
metric rhythm to the shot series indicates to the viewer that we are not
just showing a screen' version of an actual event but that we have
constructed something special, something inherently filmic.

Indeed, we often engage in a similar quick scanning of event details
in our everyday life. Picture yourself eating alone in a restaurant. Even
if you are mainly concerned with your food, every once in a while you
will probably glance up and look at various "shots:' such as of the
waiter skillfully balancing a tray, a couple looking into each other's
eyes, people anxious to catch the hostess'seye, and so forth. This series

a b c

Figure 15.45 Sectional Montage Order
Because we move vertically rather than horizontally in time, the order of shots
does not signify an event development. To start with a close-up of a student's
reaction to a boring lecture is an arbitrary choice.

a b c

Figure 15.~6 Sectional Montage Order
By putting the shots of the sectional montage in a completely different order, the
theme of the montage (boring lecture) remains intact.
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a b c

Figure 15.47 Multi-Screen Sectional
Montage
Because the sectional montage shows
various aspects of an arrested
moment, the various shots should
actually be presented simultaneously
rather than sequentially. A multi
screen presentation is the ideal vehi
cle for the sectional montage. The
multi-screens display the various
event aspects at the same time.

Idea-Associative
Montage

Figure 15.48 Idea-Associative
Montage
The two types of idea-associative
montage are the comparison mon
tage and the collision montage.

of impressionistic "close-ups" is very similar to a sectional montage,
contributing to your perception of the restaurant's ambience.

Sectional montages are sometimes presented simultaneously as a
series of split-screen images or on multi-screens. Becausewe are deal
ing with the various aspects of a single moment, such simultaneous
presentations are actually more appropriate than the sequential pre
sentations of event details. As far as television is concerned, multi
screens are an organic framework for the sectional montage. The mul
tiple screens simply extend the mosaic pattern of the single television
image and reveal the complexity of the moment all at once. Through
the simultaneous presentation of event details, we can generate a new
structure-a new point of view about the event-that would not occur
during a sequential presentation of the same event details. In this case,
the sectional montage acts more like a musical chord in which three
or more notes are played together rather than one at a time" (Fig.
15.47).

But even when presented in sequence rather than simultaneously,
the sectional montage is the only one that you can readily create during
a live, or live-en-tope, television production. Assuming that you use
several cameras for the live pickup of a symphony orchestra, you could
create a brief sectional montage during a tutti passage (when all the
instruments are engaged) by, for example, cutting, in rhythm to the
music, to violins-eellos-horns-timpani-conductor. Such a mon
tage will provide the viewer a more intense view of the orchestra and
feeling for the music than if you would simply cut to a long shot of the
whole orchestra. Obviously, you need several cameras to create such
a montage because you must have them lined up on their individual
shots before you cut to them.

Idea-Associative Montage In the idea-associative montage, we jux
tapose two seemingly disassociated images in order to create a third
principal idea or concept. The idea-associative montage creates a
tertium quid, a third something, that is not contained in either of the
montage parts. There are two basic types of idea-associative mon
tage: (1) comparison montage and (2) collision montage (Fig. 15.48).
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Idea-Associative Montage-Comparison The comparison montage
consists of succeeding shots that juxtapose two events that are the
matically related in order to express or reinforce a theme or basic
idea. A comparison montage compares similar themes as expressed
in dissimilar events. An example of a comparison montage would be,
shot 1-run-down house; shot 2-automobile junkyard. The intended
tertium quid, the overall theme, is the idea of decay and obsolescence
(Fig. 15.49).

Or you may show a hungry person looking for food in an old
garbage can in shot 1 followed by a hungry dog looking through
garbage in a back alley in shot 2. The resulting idea or theme is the
desperation and social degradation of being poor.

One word of caution, however. In the early days of filmmaking,
such devices were considered clever. For example, an early silent film
juxtaposed the image of a political leader with shots of a preening
peacock to communicate the leader's excessive vanity.s While such
visual juxtapositions may have been appropriate in the days of silent
film, today they seem rather crude if not ridiculous.

Nevertheless, television commercials still make frequent use of
comparison montages because they must get complex messages across
in a short time. You may, for example, see the powerful new sports car
racing down a windy road juxtaposed with quick cutsto the cast shadow
of a jet plane. The intended theme: The sports car is just about as fast
as the jet. Or you may see the graceful and quietly elegant movements
of a tiger dissolve in and out of a smoothly running luxury car. The
intended theme: The luxury car has the strength, agility, and grace of
a tiger. You may feel that viewers will reject such obvious montages as
unabashed persuasion devices. If viewers were as knowledgeable as
you are about media aesthetics, you would probably be right. But for
the casual and unsophisticated viewer, even such an overt persuasive
device may go unnoticed.

You could create a less obvious, but not less effective, comparison
montage by comparing a specific event with the sounds of another.

Figure 15.49 Idea-Associative
Comparison Montage
In a comparison montage, we com
pare thematically related events in
order to reinforce a general theme. In
this case, the juxtaposition of a run
down house and an automobile junk
yard reinforces the broad theme of
decay.
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For example, a slightly more subtle way of creating the tertium quid of
swiftness and speed might be to eliminate the jet's shadow anp simply
keep the sound of the jet in flight as the second element of the com
parison montage or have only the shadow of the tiger, rather than the
tiger itself, moving alongside the luxury sedan.

You may have noticed that these new comparison montages are
no longer a juxtaposition of alternating shots but rather occur within
the same shot. It is the close thematic relationship that makes it possible
to compare the two principal montage elements within a single shot.

Haiku poetry often works on the mon
tage principle. In itshighly economic
structure it implies a larger pictureor
concept than itslines actuallycontain.
Here are some examples of Haiku
poetry written by seventhand eighth
graders froma small but progressive
countryschool in California.6

MyTown
Fogsleeps on the hills.
Autumn winds blowfrom the west
A town suddenlyappears.

-lee Phillips

The lake
Still lake,quiet water
Thesun sets, swarms of mayflies.
Fat fish sizzle in pan.

-lee Phillips

Hunting
Shots ringfrom hills far
All aftemoon Iwatch deer
Eat mother'sflowers.

-Chris Harris

Autumn
School is in the air
Crackling leaves under your feet
Green isfading out.

- Tere Banducci

Autumn
An orange skyof
Monarch butterflies; a field
of flowers, gone, with birds.

-TyWilson

Idea-Associative Montage-Collision In the collision montage, you take
two opposite events and collide them in order to express or reinforce
a basic idea. Thus, instead of comparing a hungry man with a hungry
animal, you would juxtapose the shot of the hungry man looking through
a garbage can with a well-nourished glutton stuffing himself. The col
lision montage now generates its tertium quid (third something) through
conflict.

To use conflict as a structural device is nothing new in many areas
of aesthetics, be it drama, painting, dance, music, or the collision mon
tage in film and television. The aesthetic use of conflict has its origin
in our dualistic existence between life and death, or any other process,
which exists only by oscillating between the absolutes of beginning
and end. We call the aesthetic principle upon which the visual conflict
of the collision montage is based visual dialectic.

The concept of dialectic in film and television is important not only
to the collision montage but also to the structure of the four-dimen
sional field. But what exactly is the concept of dialectic? The ancient
Greeks used the dialectical method to search for and, they hoped, find
the truth. Through debate and logical argument, they juxtaposed
opposing and contradictory statements and ideas in order to resolve
apparent contradictions into universally true axioms. For example, the
Greek philosopher Heraclitus (ca. 540-ca. 480 B.C.) explained that
everything is inevitably undergoing change and that the existence of
opposites suggests a universal system in which any changes in one
direction are ultimately balanced by similar changes in the other.
According to Heraclitus, all existence is based on strife, and unity is
nothing more than a temporary balance of opposing forces. You prob
ably notice the similarity between this theory and our vector theory in
structuring various aesthetic fields.

Much later, the German philosopher Hegel (1770-1831) based
his whole theory of idealism on a similar dialectic: Every being is
juxtaposed by a not-being that resolves itself into a process of becom
ing. In the spirit of Heraclitus, Hegel considered the ideal as well as
the process of life as the result of a continuing "war of opposites,"?

Specifically, Hegel's dialectic consists of a thesis that is always
opposed by an antithesis that, in turn, ultimately results in a synthesis.
This synthesis, then, represents a new thesis. It, in turn, is opposed by
a new antithesis that again results in a new synthesis. This process
repeats itself over and over again, always striving, however, toward
the extremely complex process of the "ideal:' an objective spirit, abso-
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Shot 1·
Thesis

Shot 2:
Antithesis Synthesis

Figure 15.50 Dialectic Principle
In its most basic form, the dialectic
principle states that by juxtaposing a
thesis (any statement or condition)
with its antithesis (caunterstatement or
opposite condition), we can arrive at
a synthesis in which the two opposing
conditions are resolved to a higher
order statement or condition (0).
The idea-associate collision montage
is a direct application of this dialectic
principle (b).

lute reason (Fig. 15.50a). The collision montage is a direct filmic appli
cation ofthe Hegelian dialectic (Fig. 15.50).

Some filmmakers, such as the late Russian film theorist and direc
tor Sergei Eisenstein, not only used the dialectic as the basic structural
and thematic principle of montage but also as the basic syntax of an
entire film. He juxtaposed shots in a dialectical manner (colliding
opposite ideas to create a synthesis, a tertium quid) and also scenes
and whole sequences. The whole film, then, represents a complex vis
ual dialectic.

In the example of the comparison montage, we juxtaposed a run
down housewith junked cars to emphasize the idea of decay or entropy.
In a collision montage, you would need to choose opposite images to
generate the same idea (Fig. 15.51 a-b).

While the visual dialectic is a powerful filmic device, it is, unfor
tunately, an equally obvious one. For this reason, be extremely careful
how and when you use the collision montage. If the montage becomes
too obvious, you will annoy, rather than enlighten or emotionally involve,
the sensitive viewer.

Figure 15.51 Collision Montage
In the collision montage, we put opposite images together
in order to .generate a new idea. The juxtaposition of new
and old su~gests the inevitable decoy of machines if not
their built-in obsolescence.
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Sergei Eisenstein developed a rather
complex theory of film montage, which
was designed to show not only the pri
mary theme and action of an event but
also its more subtle overtones. Because
of their historical importance, I will
briefly describe the major types of Eisen
stein's filmic montage. You will readily
notice that I have borrowed or adapted
some of the Eisenstein montage cate
gories for our rhythmic control methods
(metric and vectorial, which Eisenstein
calls rhythmic). Eisenstein describes five
basic methods of montage: (l) metric,
(2) rhythmic, (3) tonal, (4) overtonal, and
(5) intellectual.

Metric Montage: The criterion for the
metric is the "absolute lengths" of the
film pieces.

Rhythmic Montage: In the rhythmic mon
tage, the content within the frame deter
mines the lengths of the pieces. It is the
movement within the frame that impels
the montage movement from frame to
frame. (In other words, graphic, index,
and motion vectors lead to the cut and
determine the vector field of the total
montage.)

Tonal Montage: Here montage is based
on the characteristic emotional sound of
the piece-of its dominant. Tonal mon
tage reflects the degree of emotional
intensity. For example, the titled horizon
would be part of a tonal montage, indi
cating the instability of the scene.

OvertonalMontage: The overional
montage derives from a conflict of the
principal tone of the piece (dominant)
and the overtones. A comparison or a
collision montage would fit into Eisen
stein's overtonal montage category. The
principal tone of the montage (peace
conference table) is juxtaposed with an
overtonal concept (war-A-bomb
explosion). An overtonal montage also
occurs when the basic montage has
more subtle overtones, such as changes
in lighting and the like. For example, the
high-key lighting of a happy party scene
turns into predictive low-key lighting
while the party is still going on. Such
predictive lighting is one of the aesthetic
factors that can turn a tonal into an
overtonal montage.

Intellectual Montage: "Intellectual mon
tage is montage not of generally physio-
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You can, however, use techniques to render the collision montage
less obvious. Let's assume that you have chosen a collision jmontage
to illustrate the idea that indiscriminate building of tract houses will
destroy the beauty of open spaces. You could juxtapose shot 1, an
open field covered with wild flowers, with shot 2, the same space now
barren and covered with tightly spaced, look-alike houses. Or, in the
same shot, you could show a field with wild flowers and then have a
bulldozer enter the shot, ruthlessly plowing the earth and cutting through
the flowers with its gigantic blade. For good measure, you can mix the
sound of the bulldozer with vorious sounds of frantic building, such as
hammering, buzz saws, trucks, and so forth.

The strength, but also the weakness, of the montage is that it is
filmic in nature; that is, it is a purposely synthesized event. This means
that idea-associative montages are a deliberate juxtaposition of fixed
event elements, or cells, in order to produce a specific effect or energy
level. l O It is a deliberate sequencing device very much in line with the
basic "at-at" structure of film. While we usually try to avoid drawing
the viewer's attention to the editing process, the montage is meant to
be perceived as a medium-induced statement. A montage is intended
to interrupt the natural flow of the event.

In television, the montage is somewhat of a paradox. At the most
fundamental level, the evanescent and fleeting nature of the basic
structural unit of television, the television frame, works against the "at
at" juxtaposition of images. When television is used live, or in a Iive
like manner in which the medium is largely event-dependent, you can
use all except idea-associative montages. But if television is used in a
basically filmic way-that is, when the various event details are recorded
out of sequence for later postproduction editing-there is no reason
not to use idea-associative montages. The ease with which we can
create, store, retrieve and assemble digitized television images has
made the montage a viable postproduction technique even in televi
sicn.!' Such event synthesis is especially apparent in the two forms of
idea-associative montages (comparison and collision) in which two
seemingly disassociated, separate events are juxtaposed to generate
a tertium quid.

Nevertheless, overuse of the visual dialectic in film as well as
television can easily become an aesthetic sledgehammer. The advan
tage of the vector theory over the dialectic approach to structuring of
the four-dimensional field is that vectors need not collide in order to
produce energy. The vector field is more versatile; it includes a visual
dialectic but is not dependent upon it.

Summary

Editing means selecting those ports of on event that contribute most
effectively to its clarification and intensification. The selected parts are
then used to build a screen event.

Instantaneous editing or switching refers to selecting and combin
ing shots while the televised event is in progress. Postproduction edit-
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ing means deliberately selecting and sequencing prerecorded mate
rial into a unified whole. The two principal types of editing are (1)
continuity editing and (2) complexity editing.

Continuity editing means selecting and putting together shots that
create continuity of (1) graphic, index, and motion vector fields; (2)
object positions in on on- and off-screen space; (3) action; and (4)
subject.

In order to maintain directional continuity, you can use zero vec
tors that have no directional magnitude as cutaways. Successive z-oxis
vectors can be perceived as succeeding, converging, or diverging
depending on the particular event context in which they occur.

We structure on- and off-screen space by assigning major objects
and people certain screen positions and then maintaining those posi
tions in subsequent shots. One of the devices to facilitate position con
tinuity is the vector line. In order to maintain the direction of the estab
lished vectors and object positions in succeeding shots, the camera or
cameros can shoot.from only one or the other side of the vector line.

To assure maximum action continuity, cutting from one shot to the
next should occur during the action and not before or after it. Subject
continuity refers to preserving the identity, color, and general appear
ance of on event or event segments from shot to shot.

Complexity editing is used to intensify on event and to reveal its
complexity. The basic building block of complexity editing is the mon
tage. A montage is the juxtaposition of two or more separate event
images that, when shown together, combine into a larger and more
intense whole.

There are three basic montage categories: (1) metric montage, (2)
analytical montage, and (3) ideo-associative montage.

Metric montage consists of a series of event images that are flashed
on the screen in more or less equally spaced intervals. The metric
montage creates a tertiary motion beat, one of the chief characteristics
of any montage. The metric montage is on especially useful structural
device for analytical montage.

In the analytical montage, we analyze a single event as to its the
matic and structural essentials and then synthesize the selected pieces
into a brief, rhythmically precise series of shots. There are two types
of analytical montage: (1) sequential analytical montage and (2) sec
tional analytical montage.

A sequential montage strings major developmental factors of on
event together in their natural sequence in order to show, in shorthand
style, the couse-effect development of on event.

A sectional montage temporarily arrests the progression of on
event and examines the isolated moment from various viewpoints. It
explores the complexity of an event.

In the idea-associative montage, we juxtapose seemingly disas
sociated events in order to reinforce or generate a specific ideo or
overall theme, often called the tertium quid (third something). The two
ideo-associative montage types are: (1) ideo-associative comparison
montage and (2) ideo-associative collision.
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logical overtonal sounds but of sounds
and overtones of on intellectual sort:
that is, conflict-juxtaposition of accom
panying intellectual affects."e What this
means is that intellectual montage is
based on the content, the theme, of the
scene. The montage is totally controlled
intellectuolly. It requires closure by intel
lect, not just by emotion or intuition.

Eisenstein eagerly took to the Hegelian
dialectic, since it served not only his aes
thetic but also his political and his own
personal aims to have a system
that legitimately deals with conflict-that
needs conflict for progress. "For art is
always conflict," he says "(1) according
to its social mission, (2) according to its
nature, (3) according to its methodol
ogyt9 The dial~ctical th~ory was,
indeed, applied to social conflict quite
successfully by Karl Marx, who boldly
replaced the Hegelian "idealism" with
the more concrete and then-relevant
materialism. In his basic theory, Marx
feels that history is nothing but a contin
uing conflict between economic groups,
notably between social classes. He pro
posed that the thesis, the bourgeoisie
(capitalist closs), must be opposed by the
antithesis, the proletariat (workers), in
order to synthesize the two opposing
classes into the ideal classless society in
which every single member has, theoret
ically, equal rights.

Karl Heinrich Marx (1818-1883), Ger
man writer and social philosopher.
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In the comparison montage, we compare two similar themes by
juxtaposing images from different events. Example: a hungry man going
through a garbage can-a hungry dog looking for food. Th~me: the
desperation and social indignation of being poor.

In the collision montage, we show two dissimilar themes together
in order to create the new statement.The collision montage represents
a visual dialectic in which one idea is juxtaposed with the opposite
idea. Both ideas are ultimately synthesized into a new idea, the tertium
quid.
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